Bronto Skylift F-WFT range
Unrivalled extinguishing capacity

Saving lives and properties with

efficient water capacity
Industrial fire brigades, oil refineries and chemical plants work in dangerous conditions,
and they must be prepared for situations where high foam and water capacity is needed.
The Bronto WFT range comprises of efficient water and foam towers for targets that are
difficult to access and extinguish. It’s also suitable for cooling tanks under a fire hazard,
discharging an efficient 6,000 litres per minute. Bronto’s remote control function allows
operation from a safe place, without compromising performance.

Unit

Max. height

Max. horizontal
reach

Up-and-over
capacity

Transp. length

Water
flow capacity

F17CTL

17 m

15 m

-

8.2 m

4,000 l/min

F40WFT

40 m

25 m

7,4

10.2 m

6,000 l/min

F56WFT

56 m

26.3 m

6.6 m

12 m

6,000 l/min

F62WFT

62 m

31.7 m

12.7 m

12 m

6,000 l/min

F66WFT

66 m

33.5 m

15.3 m

12 m

6,000 l/min

F-WFT range key features
• Height 17-66 meters
• Very short transport length
• Water capacity of 6,000 l/min
• Remote control system available
• Can be adapted for various specifications

Bronto Skylift is the global market leader in truck-mounted hydraulic platforms. We design,
manufacture, sell and service appliances for rescue and firefighting, as well as for construction work.
Our product range includes approximately 50 models with a range of between 17 to 112 meters
working height. The advanced modularity also allows numerous client-specific modifications. During
the past 50 years, we have delivered over 6,700 platform units to fire brigades and industrial customers
throughout all continents in more than 120 countries.
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Our headquarters and production plants are situated in Finland. We also have subsidiaries in Germany,
Sweden, Switzerland and the USA. The company is a part of Japan-based Morita Holdings Corporation.

